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1    Introduction 

Our understanding of conformally invariant boundary conditions for 
two-dimensional conformal field theories and of their classification has 
recently improved enormously. Such boundary conditions allow to 
study string perturbation theory in the background of certain solitonic 
solutions, so-called D-branes. They also possess applications in statis- 
tical mechanics, e.g., in the description of impurities and percolation 
problems. 

For non-trivial conformal field theories, i.e., for string backgrounds 
that are not flat, conformal field theory techniques have been applied 
successfully in those situations where only finitely many primary fields 
occur. More precisely, these are cases where not only the bulk theory is 
rational, but also the part 2lG of the bulk symmetry 21 that is not bro- 
ken by the boundary conditions is still the chiral algebra of a rational 
theory. The situation is particularly manageable when 2tG is actually 
an orbifold subalgebra, i.e., a subalgebra of 21 that is left pointwise fixed 
by some group G of automorphisms. For the case when G is a finite 
abelian group, an explicit description and classification of such bound- 
ary conditions has been established in [9, 10]. The crucial ingredients in 
those investigations are the representations of the modular group, both 
the one that is associated to the chiral conformal field theory based on 
21 and the one associated to the orbifold chiral algebra 2lG. 

The purpose of the present note is to exploit these novel results in 
the special case when 21 is the chiral algebra of a WZW theory. In 
this case the theory of affine Lie algebras provides a powerful tool to 
compute the relevant modular matrices. There are, however, also other 
reasons to study this specific class of models. It has been conjectured 
[11] that the structure constants of the classifying algebra for the bound- 
ary conditions of a given automorphism type are given by the traces of 
the action of this automorphism on the spaces of chiral blocks. In the 
case of WZW theories, techniques are available (see e.g., [27, 3]) that 
allow to test this conjecture. Moreover, WZW theories correspond to 
strings propagating on group manifolds; thus they constitute the most 
directly accessible non-trivial generalization of strings propagating in 
a flat background. Boundary conditions of WZW theories therefore 
present a convenient testing ground for studying conjectures about the 
correspondence of geometric and algebraic formulations of boundary 
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conditions. While in the case of flat backgrounds one deals with the fa- 
miliar Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions of free bosons (pos- 
sibly supplemented with a background field strength), already in this 
modestly generalized situation the geometric interpretation of bound- 
ary conditions, in particular of those which break bulk symmetries, still 
remains to be clarified. 

As already mentioned, the analysis of the boundary conditions of 
our interest requires in particular a rather detailed knowledge of the 
modular matrices of the orbifold theory. As a consequence, we first 
have to establish these data, which in itself constitutes a non-trivial 
result. In the technically more amenable case where the orbifold group 
G consists of inner automorphisms, such orbifolds have been studied 
earlier [19]. In the present paper, we will also determine the modu- 
lar matrices for orbifolds by outer automorphisms. As it turns out, 
the twisted sector of such orbifold theories is provided by integrable 
irreducible representations of twisted affine Lie algebras. As a simplifi- 
cation, here we restrict ourselves to the case of orbifolds by involutions, 
i.e., to 0 = ^2. But as a matter of fact our results on WZW orbifolds 
are already sufficient to extract also the reflection coefficients for more 
general symmetry breaking boundary conditions. 

Once the modular matrices of the orbifold theory have been ob- 
tained, the results of [9, 10] allow to read off the corresponding sym- 
metry breaking boundary conditions rather directly. In fact, we learn 
even more; by applying T-duality both in the bulk and to the boundary 
conditions we can also describe boundary conditions that preserve all 
symmetries of the bulk theory, but for a theory with non-trivial mod- 
ular invariant in the bulk. Our results cover in particular the case of 
orbifolds by the charge conjugation automorphism. Thus, by T-duality, 
we are able to describe the boundary conditions that arise for the true 
diagonal torus partition function. (Typically, in the literature boundary 
conditions are considered for the charge conjugation modular invariant 
[5, 11, 10]; see, however, [22, 12].) 

The paper is organized as follows. We start in section 2 by sum- 
marizing the general structure of Z2-orbifolds, with emphasis on the 
building blocks of the orbifold characters and their modular transfor- 
mations. Section 3 contains the technical core of the paper. We estab- 
lish the techniques for dealing with arbitrary involutive automorphisms 
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of the chiral algebra of a WZW theory that leave the Virasoro element 
fixed, and compute the characters and modular matrices for the orb- 
ifold of the WZW theory by such an automorphism. In section 4 these 
results are combined with the information from [10] so as to determine 
the symmetry breaking boundary conditions of the WZW theory. Fi- 
nally, an appendix collects some properties of twisted Theta functions. 

2    Zo-orbifolds 

2.1    Elementary consistency conditions 

We study the orbifold theory of an arbitrary rational conformal field 
theory by the Z2-group that is generated by an order-two automorphism 

u:     &"►&,        u2 = id, (2.1) 

of the chiral algebra 21 of the original theory. The chiral algebra of 
the orbifold theory is by definition the subalgebra 2lZ2 of 21 that is 
left pointwise fixed by a;. To give rise to a consistent conformal field 
theory, this orbifold subalgebra must again possess a Virasoro element. 
Conformal invariance of the boundary conditions requires in addition 
that the Virasoro elements of 21 and 2lZ2 actually coincide; thus we 
require that the automorphism u leaves the Virasoro element fixed. 

For any arbitrary automorphism u of 21 and any 2l-representation 
R also R o ti is a representation of 21. As a consequence, associated 
with UJ there comes a bijection u* between irreducible representations 
of 21 that is defined by R\ou; = Ru*\- Since the orbifold chiral alge- 
bra 21° only contains elements that are invariant under a;, there are 
no observables in the orbifold theory that could distinguish between 
R\ and RQ+X. These representations, even when they are inequivalent 
representations of the original chiral algebra 21, will give equivalent rep- 
resentations of 21°. This identification is, however, not the only effect. 
Rather, when RQ+X^RX, then the automorphism u is implemented by 
an automorphism of the 2l-module Rx, and the invariant subspaces un- 
der this map constitute submodules for 21°. As a consequence, one is 
faced with the task to split these 2l-modules into submodules over 21 . 
This way we arrive at a certain set of irreducible 2lc>-modules, but typ- 
ically we do not get all of the irreducible 2l0-modules. The ones which 
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can be obtained by identifying and splitting 2l-modules constitute the 
untwisted sector of the orbifold theory, while all other representations 
of 21° are said to be in some twisted sector. We remark that by defi- 
nition the untwisted sector is closed under operator products, but it is 
not closed under modular transformations. This very fact will enable 
us to determine the twisted sector. 

Let us now specialize to the Z2 orbifold obtained for the automor- 
phism (2.1). We first consider the untwisted sector. There are two types 
of fields, which are distinguished by the action of the orbifold group on 
the fields of the original theory they come from. More specifically, they 
differ in the size of the stabilizer subgroup 

5A :={ujeZ2\u)*\ = \}. (2.2) 

When Sfl = Z2j then we call the primary field /i symmetric, while for 
5^ = {id}, we call // non-symmetric.1 For non-symmetric /i, the two 
fields on the Z2-orbit {//, u;*//} are isomorphic modules of the orbifold 
chiral algebra. As a consequence, each non-symmetric orbit gives rise 
to a single primary field in the orbifold; we choose (arbitrarily) a rep- 
resentative A for each such length-two orbit {A,a;*A} and label the 
corresponding orbifold field as (A, 0,0); its character is simply 

XiXflfl){T)=Xx{T). (2.3) 

In contrast, each symmetric field A of the original theory, satisfying 
o/A = A, gets split, thus giving rise to two distinct fields in the untwisted 
sector of the orbifold; we label them as (A, -0,0) with ip G {±1}. Their 
characters are to be obtained by a suitable projection, and accordingly 
can be written as 

X<WT) = 5 faM +^Vx1 XH2T)) (2.4) 

with certain phases T/A- At point this is just a definition of the expres- 
sion 7)^ 1X^0) that is hereby introduced for every symmetric field; this 
definition implies in particular that 

xr(T+2) = (Tf)2xi0)(T)       with       (Tf )2 = T^o) = TA ,    (2.5) 
1 In the case of permutation orbifolds, such fields have been called [4] diagonal 

and off-diagonal, respectively. 
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where T denotes the T-matrix of the original theory. Also, the explicit 
introduction of the phases T/A is not really necessary, but this will prove 
to be convenient later on; we take the convention, though, to ascribe 
the value % = 1 to the phase for the vacuum primary field Vt. 

We can also immediately present some S-matrix elements of the 
orbifold theory, namely those for the S-transformation of the characters 
(2.3) coming from non-symmetric fields; they are expressible through 
the S-matrix S of the original theory as 

l^(A,0,0),(/*,0,0) ~ S\l* + ^A,a;*/x , 

^(A,O,O),(M,V,O) = ^A,M ? (2.6) 

^(AAOM/i^l) ^ 0 • 

Here in the last line we introduced the notation (A, ^, 1) for the fields 
in the twisted sector of the orbifold that come from the symmetric field 
A; each symmetric field gives rise to two such fields, distinguished by 
the value of ^ G {±1}, while there are no twisted fields coming from 
non-symmetric fields A. 

In order for the result in the second line of (2.6) to be well-defined, 
i.e., independent on whether one takes the representative A or a;*A of a 
non-symmetric orbit, we need S\^ = 5a,*A,^ for every symmetric //; this 
is a condition that must be satisfied for every consistent orbifold action. 
Further, to have a consistent orbifold theory, 8° must be symmetric; 
this implies that Sx^-{-Sx^^ = S^\+S^^\, which together with the 
symmetry of the original S-matrix S implies that the previous require- 
ment generalizes to 

Sx^*^ = Su+x^ (2.7) 

for every //. Thus for every consistent Z2-orbifold action, the induced 
map on the primaries must have the property that (2.7) holds for all 
A and /i. Moreover, in order for the orbifold to furnish a conformal 
field theory the automorphism u of the chiral algebra must keep the 
Virasoro algebra fixed, which in turn implies that it maps the vacuum 
primary field Q to itself, a;*fi = fi. These elementary results for the 
orbifold tell us in particular that 

c c c*    c c c* 
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which by the Verlinde formula means that the fusion rules of the original 
theory satisfy 

K*x,f; = NA,; • (2-9) 

Thus the map cu* constitutes an automorphism of the fusion rules. One 
should, however, be aware of the fact that different automorphisms of 
the chiral algebra can give rise to one and the same automorphism 
of the fusion rules; to give an example, we will see that every inner 
automorphism of a WZW theory yields the identity map on the fusion 
rule algebra. 

2.2    Characters in the twisted sector 

To be able to analyze also the characters in the twisted sector, addi- 
tional structure is needed. The characters in the twisted sector can be 
obtained by performing an S-transformation T^—1/T on the functions 
X(0). The result can be written as a linear combination of character-like 
quantities. In all cases known to us each of those is, up to an over-all 
power of #= exp(27rir), a power series in g1/2, albeit not in q. Each 
such series arises from the sum of characters of two primary fields in 
the twisted sector, and the two characters will be obtained separately 
as the eigenfunctions of the T-operation ri->r+l. 

Therefore we demand that for every symmetric field A there is an- 
other function 

XV(T), (2.10) 

such that the following relations are obeyed. 
■ The labels A are in one-to-one correspondence with the labels A. 
(Generically this one-to-one correspondence is, however, not canonical. 
In particular, in general one cannot dispense of using two different kinds 
of symbols for the labels of the functions X(0) and A(1).) 
■ The function X^ has non-negative integral coefficients in its expan- 
sion in powers of q= exp(27rir). 
■ The functions are eigenfunctions under T, i.e., we have 

Xj)(r+l)=rf)XJ)(r) (2.11) 
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(i) for some suitable phases T{ . 
■ The S-operation connects the functions X^0) and X^. More precisely, 
there are unitary matrices 5(0) and S,(1) such that 

xJV^E^iW (2-12) 

and 

A* 

This structure is present in all examples that are known to us. Note 
that even when the labels A and A take their values in the same set, the 
functions X(0) and X(1) are definitely not required to coincide. Thus even 
in this special situation there is no reason to require that the matrices 
S{0) and 5(1) are symmetric, though this will be the case in specific 
examples. 

Combining the conditions (2.11) and (2.12), we find the characters 
in the twisted sector as 

*(Wr) = 5 Wd) + ^ (Tf)"172 W^)) ■ (2-14) 

They transform under T as 

^.i)(''+1) = V'W))1/2X(^,1)(r)l (2.15) 

which determines the conformal weights (modulo integers) in the 
twisted sector, 

Note that the square root (T^W2 is only defined up to a sign; it is 

to be understood as follows. For each value of A we make an arbitrary 
choice of the square root, and keep this choice fixed once and forever. 
A different choice would lead to the opposite assignment of the label 
if). Once this choice has been made, fields with the same A, but dif- 
ferent values of ^, can be distinguished unambiguously, because their 
conformal weights differ by 1/2 mod Z. 
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We are now in a position to determine the rest of the S-matrix 
elements in the untwisted sector. We obtain 

qO _ 1 a 

5f(A^,0)>(A^M) = 2^\l SZ , (2-17) 

^(A^,0),(/i,0,0) — 2 ^A,M + S\,u*ii) = ^A,// • 

(The first and third lines do not rely on our assumptions about the 
functions X(1).) 

For the modular S-transformation of the characters (2.14) we find 

(2.18) 

where P is the matrix 

p ._ /'y(1))1/25(1)(T(0))2S'(0)(T(1))1/2 (2.19) 

(the symbol P is chosen in accordance with the notation for a similar 
matrix that appeared in a different context in [23]). By the unitarity of 
the various matrices appearing here, P is unitary as well. The precise 
form of the matrix P depends on our choice of square roots in the 
definition of T0. But the result for the matrix 3° is independent of 
our choice of square roots, because for a different choice we also must 
flip the labelling of characters, so that the expression ipip'Px^ remains 
unchanged. From (2.18) we read off the remaining elements of the 
modular matrix Sa of the orbifold: 

o(A,V>,i),(/^',0)      2rl^ %,' 

QO _ n 

^(A^,I),(M,O,O)     
W
 • 

Thus in particular we have managed to express, based on only very 
general assumptions, the matrix elements 3% , 1W. ,, ^ in the twisted 0 ^ (A,V,1),(/V0',1) 
sector in terms of other ^-elements and data of the original theory. 
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2.3    Consistency conditions 

In order for the orbifold construction to furnish a consistent confor- 
mal field theory, the matrices 8° and T0 must possess the following 
properties: 

■ symmetry:      (5°)* = 8°, 

■ unitarity:        (S0)'1 = (S0)*, 

■ conjugation:   C0 := (S0)2 is an order-two permutation, 

(S^T0)3 = {S0)2. 

(2.21) 

In addition, when inserting 8° into the Verlinde formula, we must 
obtain non-negative integral fusion coefficients. 

Let us discuss the implications of the requirements (2.21) in some 
detail. 

2.3.1 Symmetry of 3° 

To investigate the symmetry property of the matrix 5°, we compare its 
entry 5(A^,o),(^M)t0 55,«M),(A^,o)- 0ne sees that a necessary condition 
for symmetry of 8° is that 

This relation is compatible with the unitarity of the matrices because 
the numbers rjx are phases. It also allows us to rewrite P as 

p = (T^\S{0))\r]-lT(0))2S(0\T(1))1/2 . (2.23) 

This is manifestly symmetric, which implies that (2.22) is also sufficient 
for 3° to be symmetric. 

2.3.2 Unitarity of 8° and charge conjugation 

The conditions that ensure that 3° is unitary and that the charge 
conjugation C0 = (S0)2 is a permutation of order two are best stud- 
ied together.   For non-symmetric A, straightforward calculation using 
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the unitarity of S shows that (5
0
(5

C}
)*)(A5O,O),(A',O5O) = <WO),(A',O,O) and 

(S'
(9
(S'

C>
)*)(A,O,O),(A

/
,V',P) — 0 are satisfied automatically. To determine the 

conjugation for non-symmetric A, we just use that u* is a fusion rule 
automorphism and hence commutes with charge conjugation; it fol- 
lows that charge-conjugate u;*-orbits give charge-conjugate fields in the 
orbifold theory. (Thus when to* is itself charge conjugation, all fields 
(fjij 0,0) of the orbifold theory are selfconjugate.) 

For symmetric fields, the desired result (5
0
(5

0
)*)(A,^,O),(A',^',O) = 

^(A,^ o) (A' ^,0) is obtained if and only if S'(0) and 5(1) are related as 

£5Ai ($&')• =^,A'> (2-24) 

or equivalently, 

EWft >• = «!*• (2-25) 
I* 

As for charge conjugation, we obtain 

<%,tflH»,*>fi) = i (CA,A' + ^ CZ') (2-26) 

with 

A 

Thus charge conjugation in the orbifold is consistent only if it is possible 
to choose sign factors 

ex e {±1} (2.28) 

in such a manner that 

CS' - ^A,A' • (2-29) 

For the twisted sector, we find that (5
0
(£

0
)*)(A^ n (^ ^ i) ~ 

8(\ihi)(\i M i) follows from unitarity of the P-matrix (2.19), while the 
charge conjugation is 
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with 

Ci'i :=  E TO- ■ (2-31) 

We conclude that C(1) must be a permutation of order two; it is con- 
venient to use C(1) to define a conjugation on dotted indices, which we 
denote by a superscript '+'. Moreover, P2 must be the same permuta- 
tion, up to a sign that can depend on A: 

(P%v = kCZy (2-32) 

From (2.30) we then learn that 

C(A^,I),(A'^M)=cr,i w^ • (2-33) 
We can determine the signs e^ from the requirement that a consistent 
conjugation relates fields with identical conformal weight. The two 
conformal weights that have to coincide are (T^)1/2^ and (T^)1/2?// = 

(T^)1/2^, so that 

h = (T^V(T^\ (2.34) 

which is indeed a sign, and which allows us to write 

Thus the presence of the signs e^ is due to the fact that we choose the 
two square roots for A and A+ independently. As an easy consequence 
of the relation (2.34) we have 

eA+=eA, (2.36) 

which in turn implies that the conjugation has order two. 

We can summarize our results about charge conjugation as 

(/i,0,0)+ = (/i+,0,0), 

(/i,^0)+ = (M+,c^,0)J (2.37) 

(/i,t/;,l)+ = (A+
5<^M). 
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As a side remark, let us also mention that in every conformal field 
theory, the requirements that S2 = C and C2 = 1 imply that S'-1 = 5(7, 
while the requirements that S is unitary and symmetric imply that 
5_1 = 5*; thus charge conjugation and complex conjugation of S-matrix 
elements are related as Si+ . = (Sy)*. Let us check that this property 
is indeed satisfied for the orbifold. When non-symmetric fields are 
involved, the property is obeyed trivially. From the diagonal elements 
in the twisted sector we find the condition 

Pfo = e, Ppj* , (2.38) 

while the off-diagonal elements yield 

and 

{SZy = exr]lr]-xlS^.. (2.40) 

By unitarity of 5(0) and by the definition of the conjugation in the 
twisted sector, these relations are satisfied automatically. 

2,3.3    The relation between 3° and T0 

Finally we demand that the modular group relation (S0T0)* — {S0)2 

holds or, equivalently, that T0*S0T0* = S0T0S0 =:X0. This is in- 
deed the case; for X® n ftX,:. ,, 1N it is immediate (these matrix elements 

are zero), and for XPX 0 ^ ,A/ 0 0) it follows directly from (ST)3 = S'2. For 

"^(Lib i) (xf ibf iv val^ity of the condition is checked by also using that 

(T^)2 = T, while for Xg>0j0)>(Alf^0) and ^^.(A'^.o)* one has to em- 
ploy the identity 

which is a consequence of T*? = — T*? . Finally, for 'mixed' ma- 
trix elements involving both untwisted symmetric and twisted fields, 
one has to compare 

iT°'S°T°*)Mmk,ttfil) = f^V^C^r172 (2-42) 
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to 

(s0r0 A^oux.,*.,:,=5 w -h-1 E saeyr*^ •  (2-43) 
A 

Equality holds if and only if 

S(0)(Tti)y/2p = T-igw^Dyi^ . (2B44J 

using the definition of P, this is in turn equivalent to the identity (2.35). 
We conclude that the requirement (S0T0)S = (S0)2 does not lead to 
any new constraints on 3° or T0. 

2.3.4    Collection of the results 

We summarize the findings above by the statement that the consistency 
conditions (2.21) for the matrices 3° and T0 are equivalent to the 
following set of properties of the matrices 5(0), 5'(1) and T(1): 

(i)      S{0)  is unitary, 

(in)   C& := K\, (S<»»S«>)A,A. = £ACA,A, , (2-45) 

Here P is defined by (2.19); also, the numbers €\ must all be ±1, and 
C(1) must be a permutation of order two. The requirement (iv) actually 
consists of two conditions, namely that S{1)Si0) is a permutation of order 
two, and that up to signs (which are, however, uniquely determined) P2 

is that same permutation; also, (iv) is the only condition that constrains 
the conformal weights in the twisted sector. 

We now draw further conclusions from the constraints (2.45). First, 
using unitarity of 5(0) and S'(1), we get from condition (iv) that 

this can be regarded as an analogue of simple current symmetries [25] 
of S-matrices.   Second, combining conditions (ii) and (m) with the 
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In particular, the relation 

/x,A+ '(S'l U* 
is equivalent to having 
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unitarity of 5(1), we learn that 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

In this latter case it follows e.g., that for every selfconjugate A the 
number TJI is a sign. (In particular, when u* is itself charge conjugation, 
so that we are dealing here only with selfconjugate A, then rjl = ±1 in 
full generality.) 

It is remarkable that only condition (in) relates the matrices 5(0) 

and S. It is not clear to us whether the special situation that all fields 
are symmetric (i.e. that u;* = id) implies that S = S(0). 

2.4    Fusion rules 

The fusion rules of the orbifold are expressible through 3° via the 
Verlinde formula. By direct computation we arrive at the following 
results. First, there is the expected twist selection rule 

NS.**)A&S1=0 for »'-t*+*=1 mod 2 •     (2-50) 

Here we introduced the convention that ^ can take the values ±1 for 
<7=1, while for # = 0 the allowed values are ±1 for symmetric fields, 
but 0 for non-symmetric ones. 

Also, in the untwisted sector we find linear combinations of the orig- 
inal fusion rule coefficients as long as non-symmetric fields are involved: 

-KTO (A3,0,0)      _ i^r       A3   ,   ivr A3   1   AT A3   .   AT     a;*A3 
iN(Ai,0,0),(A2,0,0) "" iNAi,A2   ^iNa;*Ai,A2   + i>,Ai,a;*A2   ^ iNAi,A2      > 

NO (A3,V,0)     _ N       A3   ,   ivr A3 
i>J(Ai,0,0),(A2,0,0) - iNAi,A2   '1"iNAi,a;*A2   ' 

NO (A3^3,0)    _ N        A3 
iN(Ai,0,0),(A2,V2,0) - iNAi,A2   ' 

(2.51) 
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In particular, in these cases the fusion rules of the orbifold theory are 
manifestly non-negative integers. Note that only fusion rule coefficients 
of the original theory appear; this is due to the fact that when at least 
one non-symmetric field is involved, then the twisted sector does not 
contribute to the Verlinde sum. A more interesting case is the remaining 
one in the untwisted sector, which is 

^1^1,0)^^,0)^^3,0) = | (NAi,A2,A3 + V>1^3 (^Ai^Aa)"1 N^J 
(2.52) 

with 

0(0)      ^(0)      ^(0) 

0(0) 

These coefficients tell us how the chiral blocks of the original theory 
split under the orbifold action. In the case of Z2-permutation orbifolds 
[4], this just amounts to symmetrization or antisymmetrization of the 
blocks, so that there is an immediate formula for the numbers N(0). In 
general, we encounter the following structure. An action of the orbifold 
group can not only be defined on the 2t-modules, but also on the spaces 
of chiral blocks of the 2l-theory. (Using the description of chiral blocks 
in terms of co-invariants, see e.g., [27, 3], this can be made explicit in 
the case of WZW theories.) The expression appearing in formula (2.53) 
is then the trace of this action or, to be more precise, since this action 
is only defined up to a sign, the difference of the contributions from 
the two invariant subspaces. Notice that the form of (2.53) is precisely 
the one that is familiar from the Verlinde formula. We would also like 
to point out that simple current symmetries can be implemented in a 
similar way on the spaces of chiral blocks [13]; in that case a formula 
for the traces has been conjectured that is of Verlinde form as well, but 
with the matrix 5(0) in the denominator of (2.53) replaced by S [13]. 

For the fusion rules that involve two twist fields we find 

5(1) 5(1) S 
Nq _    V^       9     AX.M   A2,M   A3,g /254N 
iN(Ai^i,i),(A2^2,i),(A3,o,o)       Z^ % Sn^ ^•0^ 
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(independently of the values of ipi and ipz) and 

N? 

SK ' SK ' S P     P     SK ' 

Note that upon summation over ^3 the second term in (2.55) cancels 
out, so that we have 

zZ N5i^i,i),(A2^2,i),(A3^3,o) =  Z2 iS^SV^SxaJ Sn,v,   (2.56) 

which is of the same form as the expression (2.54) for 
Nf-   .  1W:   . 1WX ftnv   In the last few equations we have presented 

(Ai,^i>l),(A2,^2,l),(A3,0,0) M ^ 
the structure constants with three lower indices. Those with an upper 
index are obtained by either using a complex conjugate matrix (S0)* 
in the Verlinde formula or, equivalently,2 by raising the index with the 
help of the conjugation matrix C0 of the orbifold; e.g., one has 

NO (Ai,^,!) V^    WAi^;   0\<2,»X3^ (9 K7\ 
i\A2^2,l),(A3,0,0) Z^ 5^,^ • \'-01) 

M 
14=10*11 

It is readily checked that the orbifold field 

3° := (0,-1,0) (2.58) 

acts under fusion as 

J0* (A, 6,5) -(A, -6,(7) (2.59) 

and hence is a simple current of order two. It has integral conformal 
weight, and the extension of the orbifold theory by this simple current 
simply reproduces the original theory. Upon extension, orbifold fields 
coming from symmetric fields of the original theory form full orbits, 
whereas the fields coming from non-symmetric fields are fixed points 
which need to be resolved, thus giving rise to a pair of non-symmetric 

2 When deriving (2.57) this way from (2.54), in addition to the conjugation 
(2.33) one has to employ the identity (2.47). 
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fields. The virtue of this simple relationship is that it provides us 
with two distinct descriptions of one and the same situation - a pair 
of theories with respective chiral algebras 21 and Sl^cSl. Comparison 
of the two descriptions often simplifies the analysis of this situation. 
This was instrumental in the investigation of boundary conditions in 
[9, 10], e.g., when discussing the relationship between boundary blocks 
(i.e., chiral blocks for one-point functions of bulk fields on the disk) and 
boundary states. 

3    WZW orbifolds 

In this section we apply the general results of section 2 to the case where 
the original theory is a WZW theory based on some untwisted affine Lie 
algebra g. In this situation every automorphism of the full chiral algebra 
21, which for our present purposes is the semi-direct sum of g and the 
Virasoro algebra, is completely determined by its restriction CJ to g. 
Moreover, of particular interest in applications are those cases where 
this automorphism u comes from an automorphism of the horizontal 
subalgebra g of g = g(1). In the case of interest to us here, i.e., orbifolds, 
this restriction is mandatory because the automorphism must act as the 
identity on the Virasoro algebra and hence must preserve g; accordingly 
here we consider this particular kind of automorphisms of g. Also, in 
order to make contact with the discussion in section 2 we require u 
to have order two, i.e., generate a Z2-group. For the case of inner 
automorphisms, WZW orbifolds with respect to more general finite 
orbifold groups have been discussed in [19]. In the present paper we 
use the techniques developped in [14, 8] which allow us to deal also 
with the case of outer automorphisms. There are two reasons to expect 
that in the case of an outer automorphism of g = g(1) the twisted sector 
can be understood in terms of the twisted affine Lie algebra g(2). To 
compute the traces in the untwisted sector, we will use the theory of 
twining characters and orbit Lie algebras as introduced in [14], and in 
the case at hand the latter are twisted affine Lie algebras. Modular 
transformation of these traces yields again characters of twisted affine 
Lie algebras, although not necessarily of the same twisted affine Lie 
algebra that is relevant to the untwisted sector. The fact that the 
modules of twisted affine Lie algebras furnish the states of the twisted 
sector can, of course, also be understood from the fact that the latter 
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provide twisted representations of the chiral algebra 21 in the sense of 
[6]. 

3.1    Automorphisms 

For simplicity, we denote the relevant automorphism of the finite-di- 
mensional simple Lie algebra g again by u. It is known [18, Prop. 8.1] 
that for every automorphism u of Q of finite order there is a suitable 
Cartan-Weyl basis of Q in which it can be written as 

u; = cjo oa5, (3.1) 

where Uo is a diagram automorphism, i.e., acts on the Chevalley gen- 
erators of g as 

UoiE1) = E* ,    UoiF*) = F* ,    UoiH1) = H™ (3.2) 

(i = l,2,...,r = rank g) with some (possibly trivial) symmetry UJ of the 
Dynkin diagram of g, while as is an inner automorphism 

as = exp(27riadi75), (3.3) 

where Hs = (s, H) is some element of the Cart an subalgebra of Q that 
satisfies u(Hs)=Hs. The latter property implies that the automor- 
phisms UJ0 and as commute. It is not difficult to see that every auto- 
morphism of the form (3.1) extends uniquely to an automorphism of 
the untwisted affine Lie algebra 0 = 0(1), which acts like 

"(K) = (CJn eMt-^E*i,    oo(Fi) = (CJn e-W'^F?, 
(3-4) 

u(H>n) = H%\ u(K) = K. 

Here a® are the simple g-roots, K denotes the canonical central ele- 
ment of §, and (Uo is a sign defined by 

u;0(E
d) = UEe, (3.5) 

where 6 is the highest g-root. In particular, for 5 = 0 the generators 
coming from the additional simple root a^ of Q transform as 

UJO(E
0
) = UE

0
,    uo(F

0)=UF0,    uo(H
0) = H0; (3.6) 
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for £Wo = +1 this is nothing but the diagram automorphism of g that 
is obtained by the same prescription as in (3.2) when one extends u 
in the natural manner, i.e., as CJ0 = 0. By direct calculation, one finds 
that3 

_ / -1   for 9 = A2n, u0 = uc, 
U"l     1   else. [6-7) 

We identify the Cartan subalgebra with the weight space and cor- 
respondingly call s the shift vector that characterizes the inner auto- 
morphism as. The map u* on the weight space only depends on a;0; its 
action on the fundamental g-weights A(^ reads 

a;*Aw = AM . (3.8) 

In particular, for inner automorphisms u the map cu* is the identity. 
We refer to g-weights A that satisfy UJ*\ = A as symmetric weights; e.g., 
according to the statements above the shift vector s is symmetric, 

u*s = s. (3.9) 

Now the group of automorphisms of a finite-dimensional simple Lie 
algebra is a real compact Lie group; its factor group modulo inner au- 
tomorphisms is isomorphic to the center Z(G) of the universal covering 
group G whose Lie algebra is the compact real form of g. Moreover, 
every element of the center Z(G) can be obtained by exponentiation 
of an element of the coweight lattice Q* of g. As a consequence, the 
shift vector s is only defined up to a symmetric element of the coweight 
lattice. The inequivalent shift vectors are characterized in theorem 8.6 
of [18]. 

For u to have order two, 2s must be an element of the coweight 
lattice Q*, and hence corresponds to a group element 725 = e27rl'2s in the 
center Z(G). According to the results of [25, 26] it therefore determines 
uniquely a simple current of the WZW theory based on g, which we 
denote by J[s3. (But the shift vector s is not, in general, equal to 1/2 
the co-minimal fundamental weight that characterizes [15] the simple 
current JCs].) We also introduce the monodromy charge 

QJW(A) := A(A) + A(J[S]) - A(J[5]*A) mod Z (3.10) 

3 The automorphism obtained by setting Cu;0 to 1 in the exceptional ^n-case 
does not leave the Virasoro algebra invariant; it maps Ln to (-l)

nLn. 
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of A with respect to the simple current J[5]. When multiplied with the 
order of J[s], Qj[s] (A) equals minus the conjugacy class of A with respect 
to that element 725 G Z(G) that is obtained as the exponential of the 
element 2s of the coweight lattice. Thus the exponentiated monodromy 
charge is given by 

exp(27riQJ[5](A)) = (^)-2 (3.11) 

with 

7^3:=exp(27ri(s,A)). (3.12) 

It follows [25] in particular that 

S^vf = SJlshx>fl (3.13) 

for all A, //. 

The (conjugacy classes of) order-two automorphisms a; of a com- 
plex finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra are uniquely characterized 
by their fixed point algebra g^, which is the subalgebra of Q that is left 
pointwise fixed under to. Equivalently, these automorphisms are in one- 
to-one correspondence to the real forms of these complex Lie algebras. 
A complete list of the latter can e.g., be found in table II on p. 514 
of [17]. It is straightforward (though lengthy) to determine the corre- 
sponding diagram automorphisms and shift vectors. We summarize the 
pertinent results in table 1. In table 1 we use the following notation. 
Except for 0 = ^4, uc is the unique non-trivial diagram automorphism 
of the relevant Lie algebra, while for g = D± it is the diagram auto- 
morphism for which u exchanges the two spinor nodes of the Dynkin 
diagram. In all cases where the group of simple currents of the theory is 
cyclic, J stands for the generator of this group that has highest weight 
A;A(i), except for 0 = Cn, where the weight is A;A(n); for Dn we use the 
notation Jv for the vector current, of highest weight fcA(i), which has 
order two and whose monodromy charge distinguishes spinor and ten- 
sor representations, while Js is the spinor current, of highest weight 
M(n). 

By comparing the results for the numbers (5, s) with the values [15] 
of the conformal dimensions A(J) of simple currents, one finds that the 
identity 

A(J[s3)/A; = 2 (5, s) mod Z (3.14) 
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Table 1: Order-2 automorphisms of finite-dimensional simple Lie alge- 
bras. 

0 U)0 s («.«) jw f 

A! id |A(i) 1/8 J U(l) 

^■n,   n>l id !Aw^ = 2,...,p±i] £(n+l-e)/4(n+l) J-' i4*_i04n-*®u(l) 

A2n Uc 0 0 1 5n 

^•2n+l 0JC 0 0 1 Cn+1 

OJc 2 ^(n+l) (n+l)/8 jn+l 
^n+1 

Bn id |AW, e = 2,...,n-l 1/4 J« i?/©B„_/ 

Cn id A{e),£ = l,...,[n/2] 1/2 1 CtQCn-i 

id hA(n) n/8 J An-xQuQ) 

Dn id iA(/)>€ = 2,...,[a±i] «/4 4 DtQDn-t 

id |A(n) n/16 Js yln_i©u(l) 

Wc 0 0 1 Bn-l 

OJc lAw,/ = l,...,[2=i] t/A J$ Bi®Bn-i-i 

E6 id iA(i) 1/3 J i55©u(l) 

id lA(6) 1/2 1 i4«©u(l) 

a>c 0 0 1 ^4 

a;c lA(6) 1/2 1 C4 

Ej id lA(5) 1 1 I?6©U(1) 

id lA(6) 3/8 J Bk®u{l) 

id |A(7) 7/8 J A-j 

E8 id lA(l) 1/2 1 Br©tt(l) 

id lA(7) 1 1 ^8 

F4 id 2A(1) 1/2 1 Cse^i 

id A(4) 1 1 B4 

G2 id 2A(1) 1/2 1 Ai©i4i 
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holds for all entries in table 1. Together with the result (3.11) and the 
identity 

Qj(J^A) + gJ(A) = 2A(J) modZ, (3.15) 

this implies that 

(^A
3
 'ft J2 = e-47riA(j[51) = e-87ri^'s) (3.16) 

for every A. 

3.2    Implementation of automorphisms 

To be able to determine the characters of the orbifold, we have to know 
the action of the automorphism u on the primary fields. To this end 
we implement u by suitable maps T" on irreducible highest weight 
modules Hx of the affine Lie algebra 0.4 They must satisfy the twisted 
intertwining property 7^ o x = u)(x) o Tj? for all x G 0. This requirement 
determines them up to a scalar factor. One possible implementation is 

7r:-exp(27ri(5,if))7ro. (3.17) 

Here 7^° is the preferred implementation of the diagram automor- 
phism, i.e., the one that acts as the identity map on the highest weight 
space of T/A-

5
 The inner part, exp(27ri(s, if)), can be regarded as the 

representation matrix Rxij^) of an element 7[s] of the simply con- 
nected, connected, compact Lie group whose Lie algebra is the compact 
real form of g. Unlike u itself, the twisted intertwiners (3.17) do not 
square to the identity map. Rather (fxO2 acts on ^A as a multiple 
(r][£])2 id of the identity, where rfc] is the number introduced in (3.12). 
An implementation which does have order two is thus given by 

TT-W)-1^- (3-18) 

It should be realized that the requirement that the map 7^ has order 
two does not fix it uniquely, but leaves an over-all sign undetermined; 

4 By a slight abuse of notation, we use the symbol A both for a highest weight of g 
and for a highest weight of g. This is justified by the fact that (as in any application 
to conformal field theory) we work at a fixed non-negative integral value of the level 
of the g-modules, so that the g-weight uniquely determines its affine extension. 

5 This implementation has been used in [14, 8]. 
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in the prescription (3.18) we have fixed this ambiguity by requiring that 
the map acts as +id on the highest weight vector. 

Recall that rf^2 is the monodromy charge with respect to the simple 
current J[5]; thus the number 77^^= exp(27ri(2s, A+)) = exp(27ri(2s+, A)) 

is the monodromy charge with respect to the inverse of that simple 
current, so the product of these two numbers is 1. It follows that 

# := #* (3-19) 

is equal to ±1. 

Our goal is now to compute the characters of the primary fields in 
the untwisted sector of the orbifold. While the identification of pairs 
of non-symmetric fields does not pose any problem, in the symmetric 
case we need to get a handle on the eigenspaces of the action of Tg on 
the modules having symmetric highest weight. Using the projectors 

1 + ^77 (3.20) 

on the eigenspaces, where ^ takes the values ±1, the characters of the 
orbifold primaries in the untwisted sector are 

X^) (r, Z) = I TvHx (1 + V 73") ^o-c/24e2.i(z,H) 

= I XX(T, Z) + \ {rgfy VXftr, z). (3.21) 

Here we introduced the expression 

X^(r, z) := Trnx7^ q**-*!™^***) (3.22) 

for every automorphism u of g; these quantities X^ are known [14] as 
twining characters for the automorphism u. They can be regarded as 
a character valued indices. 

In the case of diagram automorphisms, the twining characters have 
been computed in [14, 8]. It has been proven that, upon correctly 
adjusting its arguments, the twining character coincides with the or- 
dinary character of some other Lie algebra, which is called the orbit 
Lie algebra. One key ingredient in the proof of this assertion was the 
observation that the subgroup of the Weyl group of Q that commutes 
with the action of the automorphism on the weight space is isomorphic 
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to the Weyl group of the orbit Lie algebra. The orbit Lie algebra is 
a Kac-Moody algebra of the same type as the original algebra. Thus 
in the case at hand, it is still an affine Lie algebra, albeit no longer 
necessarily an untwisted one; indeed it is a twisted affine Lie algebra 
precisely if the automorphism a; of § is outer. The appearance of twisted 
affine Lie algebras for those twining characters will imply, after mod- 
ular transformation, that the twisted sector of the orbifold theory is 
controlled by the representation theory of a twisted affine Lie algebra. 
This does not come as a surprise, since twisted affine Lie algebras pro- 
vide twisted representations for untwisted affine Lie algebras. For inner 
automorphisms the orbit Lie algebra coincides with g, so in particular 
its horizontal subalgebra is just the horizontal subalgebra Q of Q. For 
the outer automorphisms the horizontal subalgebra of the orbit Lie al- 
gebra is Cn for Q = A-m, Bn+1 for Q = ^2n+i5 Cn_i for Q = Dn and F4 for 

3.3    Weyl groups and lattices 

As we will see below, for orbifolds with respect to inner automor- 
phisms, the Weyl group W of Q plays an analogous role for the twining 
characters as it does for the characters of the original WZW theory. In 
contrast, in the outer case, where the map UJ* on the weight space is 
non-trivial, this role is taken over by the commutant 

WWo :={weW\ wou* = ufow) (3.23) 

of OJ* in W. This subgroup WUo can be described more explicitly as 
follows. The Weyl group W has the structure W = W ix Lv of a semi- 
direct product of the Weyl group W of the horizontal subalgebra g with 
the coroot lattice Lv of g. Thus every element w G W can be uniquely 
written as 

w = w o tp (3.24) 

for some ft G Z/, where tp stands for translation by /?; conversely, all 
these maps are in the Weyl group W. Now since u is also an auto- 
morphism of g, the product w^ := (u;*)"1!//^* is again an element of W. 
Moreover, cu* restricts to an automorphism of the coroot lattice Lv, and 
hence 

W O LU* = W O tp O UJ* = UJ* o Wu O t^yip . (3.25) 
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As the decomposition (3.24) is unique, this implies that CJ* commutes 
with w if and only if wu = w and UJ*P = /?. It follows that W^ is the 
semi-direct product 

WL = W^ x H. (3.26) 

of the symmetric part L^0 of the coroot lattice of g with the group 

WUo '.= {w<EW\ WOU* = UJ*OW} . (3.27) 

It is known [14, 8, 21] that W^ is a Coxeter group; we will denote by 
6Uo its sign function. In fact, W^ is nothing but the Weyl group of the 
orbit Lie algebra [14, 8] of the finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra g. 

A general element of Z^0 is of the form 

r 

2_\nia^    with  riiGZ  and ' ^clji — '"i for all i. (3.28) 
i=l 

In other words, the basis elements of I^0 are associated to orbits of a;, 
and for length-1 orbits the basis element is just a^\ while for length-2 
orbits it is a^+a^wl\ By computing the inner products between these 
basis vectors, we find that these lattices are just scaled root lattices, as 
listed in the following table. 

0 ro 

A2n cn V2Q(Bn) ^Q(Bn) 

Afr-x Bn V2Q(Bn) Q(Cn) 

Dn+l Cn V2Q(Cn) = Q(Dn) Q(Bn) 

E, FA V2Q(F,) QiFi) 

(3.29) 

Table (3.29) also provides another set of lattices, denoted by L^0; 
they are constructed in the following manner. The lattice Z^0 is the 
'symmetric' (i.e., pointwise fixed) sublattice of the coroot lattice Z/. 
We will also need the symmetric sublattice of Lv*, which we denote 

6 In all cases with non-trivial c^o, Q is simply laced, so that the root lattice and 
coroot lattice coincide. 
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by Z^*0. When UL)0 is non-trivial, then unlike Lv and Lv* themselves, 
these are no longer dual to each other. Rather, the dual lattice Z^*0 

of L^0 is a lattice that contains the symmetric weight lattice U^0 as a 
sublattice, while the dual lattice (L^0) =:I^0 contains the symmetric 
coroot lattice L^0; thus 

Ll0 C Ll0,       LZ C LVJ0. (3.30) 

All these lattices have the same rank, which we denote by rWo. Denoting 
the length of the w-orbit through i, which is either 1 or 2, by ^j, we 
have explicitly 

C = {E<=iw«a(<)vln«w=n<GZ}» 

%>o = (ELi m aii)v 14«i e z, n^ = m}, 

LZ = {£[=1 A'Aw | ^A* € Z, A- = A^}, 

iC={5^iA*Aw|A«w = A<€Z}. 

(3.31) 

The inclusions (3.30) are both of finite index. In fact, the indices are 
equal. Namely, there are the isomorphisms 

iC/C = {LZ/LlS * LZ/tio (3-32) 

of finite abelian groups (the first isomorphism is canonical, while the 
second is a non-canonical isomorphism between a finite abelian group 
and its dual group), which implies in particular that 

\LIJL10\ = \LZ/LZ\. (3.33) 

As a sublattice of the coroot lattice I/, which is an even lattice, 
Z^0 is even as well. Moreover, except for g = A2n with outer automor- 
phism, the lattice y/2lZ,0 D \/2L^0 is also an even lattice. This can be 
read off table (3.29) above, where the lattices L^0 are listed, but also 
follows from the following general argument. First, every /? G Z^0 can 
be written as 

p = J2f a(i)v = Y,mi a{i)v + lJ2mi (a(i)v+a(cW)v)   (3-34) 
i=l i=(jji i<uji 
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with rrii G Z for all i = 1,2,..., r. Using the symmetry property A"1^ 
= A*'-7 of the Cartan matrix A of g with respect to CJ, it follows that 

+ Y^ 
mim'j (^a(j)v)G 5z •     (3-35) 

i=(jji or j=a;j 

Moreover, specializing to ft = (3 and using the explicit form of the Car- 
tan matrix, one verifies that 

(/?,/?)€<   5Z   for0 = ^n, a;0=a;c, 
Z   else. 

To relate vectors in the various lattices, we introduce the linear map 

/«* :     A = £ A«AW ^ /.0 (A) := ^ 1 AiA(i) (3.37) 

on the weight space of g; this map restricts to bijections 

/«*(O = ^o,        /«.(IC) = Co (3-38) 

(they are noi isomorphisms of lattices; e.g., they are not isometrics). 
Since the elements of the Weyl group W of g preserve the weight lattice 
Lv* as well as the coroot lattice Lv, it follows that the elements of W^ 
preserve both Lv^0 and Lv

Uo. Moreover, as elements of W, they are 
manifestly isometries, and hence they also preserve the dual lattices 
i^0 and L^*0. In short, for all the lattices (3.31) the elements of W^ 
are lattice-preserving isometries. Further, the action of WUo, and hence 
also of Wwe ix hlZjo for any h e ^>o - and similarly also the action of 
WUo tx hLuo - partitions the symmetric subspace of the weight space of 
0 into chambers. In order to account for this feature, we introduce the 
following notation. The orbit spaces for the two actions are denoted by 

p-o+ := LZ/(WUoKhLl0)       and       P^+ := LZ/(WWoK/^J , 
(3.39) 

respectively. In both cases the subset of orbits on which the action is 
free plays a particularly important role. We denote them by 

^r++ := (^g
+v)0       and       P^++ := (fftj,)0, (3.40) 
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where for later convenience we have shifted the index by the dual Cox- 
eter number gv of g. 

In the case of undotted weights, natural representatives for Pfi°+ 

and P£°++ exist: 

Ph0+   = {A = ELi A*A(0 I A* = A* eZ.>o, (A,F)<h}, 

Pk0++ = {A = ELi A^Aw | A- = A* €Z>o, (A,^)<*+gv} . 

Notice that in general it is not true that JP£,0++ coincides with 
fu)o(Ph0++) (the latter does hold, however, when the map /^ com- 
mutes with the action of W^ which, besides the trivial case where UJ 

is inner, happens if and only if Q = A2n). But we will see later (see 
formula (3.56) below) that the set P^0++ is closely related to the set of 
integrable weights of twisted affine Lie algebras. 

It should also be noted that from their definition it is not obvious 
(except when fUo commutes with W^) whether the cardinalities of the 
two sets P^0+ and P£0+ are the same. But it follows from the unitarity 
of the matrix 5^° that will be introduced in (3.54) below that this 
equality indeed holds true: 

\Pk0+\ = \Pk0+\ (3-42) 

for all horizontal algebras g, all automorphisms u and all levels k. 

3.4    Twisted characters 

We are now ready to introduce the relevant twisted characters that 
appear as constituents of the orbifold characters. They are functions 
which generalize the ordinary characters of affine Lie algebras, and ac- 
cordingly they depend on two arguments, a number r in the upper 
complex half plane and an element z of the weight space Lv(g)zR of g, 
as well as on two parameters, a non-negative integer h and an element 
of the relevant dual lattice, that is, AGZ/L*O and AeZ^, respectively. 
In addition they depend on two further parameters, the twist param- 
eters si, S2 € Z/V(g)zR. The ordinary g-characters are recovered when 
Si = 0 = 52 and when the relevant lattice is the ordinary coroot lattice 
Lvof0. 
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The ordinary characters X\ can be written as quotients of functions 
£A+p,A:+gv and S^gv, which in turn are odd Weyl sums over Theta func- 
tions for the lattice 1/ [18]. Similarly, the twisted characters are given 
by 

X^fsi, *2](T, Z) := E^M+gvh, s2](r, z)/^;gV[Sl, S2](r,z),      (3.43) 

and 

Xt°[s1,s2}(T,z) := E^+.MgV[s1,s2}(T,z)/E^[Sl,s2}(T,z),      (3.44) 

respectively. The functions E"0 and S^0 are the antisymmetrized (with 
respect to the sign function eUo of WUo) sums 

weWuo 

w€WW( 

over the g^-Weyl group W^, where in turn 6^ and 6^^ are twisted 
Theta functions associated to the lattices I^0 and Z^0, respectively, at 
level ft, i.e., 

6      Is     S ](T z) '=    ^   e27T[T{X+hsi^hPMhs1+hP)/2he2n\(z+S2iX+hsi+h(3) 

Q.    rs     s l/r z\ ._.    V^   e27rir(A+/isi+/i/?,A+/i5i+/i/3)/2/ie27ri(2+52,A+/isi4-/i/3) ^ 

(3.46) 

/?eLVo 

Various properties of the functions (3.46) and (3.45) are listed in 
appendix A. They give rise to the following properties of the twisted 
characters (3.43) and (3.44). 
■ We can restrict our attention to a fundamental domain of the action 
of WUo=WUo x hLl0 on l£0, respectively of WUo K hLl0 on l£0. Thus 
we need to consider only characters with 

AePr+    and    AeA^^, (3.47) 
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respectively. 
■ From the result (A.28) we deduce 

X^Isi, S2+I4(T, z)=e2^x^e27rik^ Xu
x
0[su S2](T, Z)  for p €LvJonQ* 

Xl0[su52+/i](r,z) =e2*^e2«ik^tf*[SuS2](Tjz) for /iGLvJonQ* 

(3.48) 

where Q* is the coweight lattice of g. 
■ The behavior under the T-transformation follows from the transfor- 
mation properties (A.20) of the S-functions. For the functions X^0 it 
reads 

XH'i, *2](r+l, z) = e"1'^^) Tx Xtbx, si+s2](r, z) (3.49) 

with 

TA := exp (27ri[(A+p, A+p)/2(&+gv) - (p, p)/2gv]) 

= exp(27ri(AA - c/24)). (3.50) 

Here it is assumed that the condition (A.7) is satisfied, i.e., that (si,/?) 
G Z for all (3 G Z^0, or in short, that 

si € C0; (3.51) 

this is indeed the case for all vectors s that appear in table 1, which 
will be the situation we are actually interested in. 
■ In the cases where Z^0 differs from Z^0, it is not an even lattice; 
as a consequence the X-characters do not transform nicely under the 
T-transformation. But they still do so under T2, namely 

*?[*!,*2](r+2, z) = e-2^1^) (7f )2X^0[*,2SI+S2](T) Z)     (3.52) 

with 

Tf := exp (27ri[(A+p, A+p)/2(A;+gv) - (p, p)/2gv]) . (3.53) 

Here again it is assumed that condition (A.7) is satisfied for Si, except 
for the case of Q = A2n, where the stronger restriction (A.11) applies. 
■ For the behavior under the S-transformation we use the formulae 
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(A.21) and (A.22) as well as (A.27). Introducing the matrix S'"0 with 
entries 

^A,A:=iLv;0/(^+gv)cr1/2i(dwo-rwo)/2 E e«>) 
weWu0 

. e-27ri(^(A+/9),A+p)/(^+gv) ?    (3.54) 

we obtain 

(3.55) 
AGPr+ 

X-0h^2](-^f) = e2^^^   J]   5-xrh,-5i](r^) 
AEF; WO + 

■ Finally we point out that there is a close connection between the 
functions X^o[0, 0](r) and the characters X^, of the twisted affine Lie 
algebra g(2). This is already apparent from the fact that the lattices 
Z^0 as listed in table (3.29) are precisely 2"1/2 times the lattices that 
appear in the Weyl group of these twisted affine Lie algebras (see remark 
6.7. of [18]). Closer inspection shows that indeed we have 

^(r^)=X^[0,0](2r,v/2^). (3.56) 

In particular, we learn that the coefficients that appear in the expansion 
of X^/V/2[0,0] in powers of q are non-negative integers. 

3.5    The orbifold data 

We are now in a position to compare what we have learned about the 
twisted characters X£0[si,S2] and X^0[51,52] - in particular their mod- 
ular properties - with the general results about orbifolds that were 
presented in section 2. This way we can identify the data that char- 
acterize the WZW orbifold, i.e., the functions X^ and xf and the 
associated modular matrices. 

First of all, the labels A of symmetric fields as well as the labels A in 
the twisted sector are precisely as defined above; in particular, A takes 
values in the set (3.41), i.e., is a symmetric Q-weight that is integrable 
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for g at level k. Further, let us choose the convention for the phases 
77A as introduced in (2.4) so as to match the phases ry^1 appearing in 
(3.12), i.e., 

r?A:=r?W = exp(27ri(S,A)) (3.57) 

for every symmetric weight A. Also, for the moment we exclude the 
exceptional case of outer automorphisms u)0 =uc of y^m which will be 
treated afterwards. Then the functions X(0) that describe the projection 
of symmetric fields in the untwisted sector are given by 

Xi0)(2T)=X?M(T) (3.58) 

while for the twisted sector, we have to set 

41>(i) = *na'0KT)' (3-59) 

with u)0 the diagram automorphism and s the shift vector as listed in 
table 1. To be precise, the latter identification is unique up to possibly 
a phase that could, however, be absorbed in the definition of S(1). With 
the prescription given here, it follows from our general discussion that 
the coefficients of an expansion in q of the expression (3.58) are non- 
negative integers. 

In the exceptional A2n case, where UO=UJC and 5 = 0, we must in 
addition account for the minus sign (3.7) that is present in the auto- 
morphism (3.4) of the affine Lie algebra A^- This sign amounts to a 
relative minus sign between contributions from even and odd grades, 
hence we can immediately conclude that in place of (3.58) we now have 

Xf (2r) = T"172 X^[0,0](r+i). (3.60) 

For obtaining the analogue of (3.59), we need to express the S-trans- 
formed character X^0)(—-) as a linear combination of characters in the 
twisted sector, i.e., as a linear combination of as many power series 
in q1/2 as there are symmetric fields in the theory. When addressing 
this task directly via the expression X^c[0,0](—7+5), the calculations 
turn out to become clumsy. However, the following observation can be 
employed to rewrite XWc in a much more amenable manner. Namely, 
the Cn-modules that appear at the even and odd grades, respectively, of 
the integrable highest weight modules of the twisted affine Lie algebra 
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A1^ are distinguished by their Cn conjugacy class. It follows that a 
shift r H-» r +1/2 in the argument of the ^n^haracters, and hence also 
of the twining characters XUc, can be undone by inserting the central 
group element corresponding to the conjugacy class into the trace. In 
the case of ^^'Characters, this group element is given by exp(27riil/s0) 
with 5o the Cn-weight 5o = A(n). Translated to the twining characters, 
this becomes exp(27rii/So) with ^n-weight7 

*o:=|(A(n)+A(n+i)). (3.61) 

Thus we can rewrite (3.60) as 

xi0)(2r)=X^[0)So](r). (3.62) 

This is of the same form as the generic result (3.58); accordingly, in 
place of (3.59) we now have 

41,(i) = Xt[So,0](r). (3.63) 

To determine the matrices Si0) and 5(1), we calculate 

= E <S>I*?M](2T)= E saw. 

^(-J) =*?M(-£) = E Sx:>x?io,-s]® (3-64) 

= E s&v?x?M® = E SA>A
2
4», 

A6P+ A6P+ 

while T(1) is determined by employing (3.53) and (3.48), 

Xj^r+l) = X-o[s,0](2r+2) = e-™°M {T?°)2xl°[s,2S](2r) 

= e-25rifc(S,S)e2^i(A,25)e2^fc(S,2S) (^0)2 j^or  ^ Q]^^ ,3^ 
A ^ 

_ e27riA;(s,s)e27ri(A,25) /y?>o\2 ^(^(T-) # 

7 The factor of 4 arises because the identification between weight space and 
Cartan subalgebra of Cn that is induced from the corresponding identification for 
A2n differs by this factor from the standard one. 
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In the case of the outer automorphism of ^n we must in addition 
include the appropriate shift vector s0 that was introduced in (3.61) 
above. It is gratifying that according to the result (A. 11) this shift is 
precisely what is needed in order for X(1) to transform nicely under the 
T-operation. Furthermore, in this exceptional case we can also use the 
simple relationship A = A/2. We then find 

C(0)    _   C^o 

C(l)    _  ^-2   qUJo 

^~VX     A'A' (3.66) 
e27rifc(So,5o)e27ri(A,5o) ^1/2     for g = A2n,U)0= U)< 

e27ri/i;(s,s) e27ri(A,25) (yWo\2 ejse ^ 
T (i) _ C j 

Let us check that the consistency conditions {%) through (iv) of 
Z2-orbifolds that we derived in section 2 are indeed satisfied by these 
matrices. 
■ Concerning {%) we remark that the unitarity of 5^° follows by pre- 
cisely the same arguments [18] as for the Kac-Peterson S-matrix of 
affine Lie algebras. 
■ The relation (ii) between S'(0) and S'(1) is manifest in (3.66). 
■ To address property (in) we start by computing the matrix elements 
{Su)o{Su)oY)\^. This is non-zero if and only if there is an element 
weWUQ such that iy(A/) = —A. This can only be the longest element 
Wmax 0f ^e Weyl group of the (horizontal) orbit Lie algebra. There- 
fore we need A+ = A', where the conjugation is to be taken in the orbit 
theory. The sign introduced by w^^ cancels against the prefactors i 
for the same reason they do so in the Kac-Peterson formula of the 
untwisted affine Lie algebra that is based on the horizontal orbit Lie 
algebra. (The latter is not the affine orbit theory, which would be a 
twisted affine Lie algebra; here only properties of the Weyl groups of 
the horizontal subalgebras matter.) Thus 

where CUo is the conjugation matrix of the orbit Lie algebra. C"0 is 
in particular a permutation of order two; inspection shows that CUo 

simply coincides with the restriction of C to symmetric fields, which in 
turn implies that 

CZ = rx
2CKll. (3.68) 
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(In fact, only when OJ is inner and charge conjugation outer, then CUo 

is non-trivial, while in all other cases CUo is the identity permutation.) 
Validity of property (in) thus follows from the fact that according to 
relation (3.19), rfr is a sign. The notation for that sign in (3.19) was 
chosen with hindsight; indeed, we simply have 

6A = e" (3.69) 

for all symmetric weights A. 
■ To verify the first relation of condition (iv), we insert the explicit 
form (3.54) of SUo to deduce 

(S^^A'   = (-l)(^o-^o)/2_^_e27ri(2S,p) 

2^      Sci*, \ww ) %(A+p)+^(A'+p+2(A;+gV)5) ,0mod(A;+gv)LVo ' 
w,w'€.WIJjQ 

(3.70) 

Now it follows immediately from the semi-direct product structure of 
W^ that for every w G W^ and every A G P^0+ there exists a unique 
vector /?£ (A:+gv)L^0 and a unique Weyl group element w'ZLW^, as 
well as a unique JJL G P^0+ such that 

w(\+p) = -w,(fi+p+2(k+gv)s+p). (3.71) 

Denoting the weight /i appearing here by A+, it follows that 

weWuo 

= ±^+. (3.72) 

Moreover, by noticing that the square of the S-transformation acts 
on the arguments as S2: ri->-r, z\-^—z and considering characters at 
z = 0, the sign can be seen to be +1. Thus indeed C(1) :=SwSm is a 
permutation of order two. 
■ Finally, the second relation of (iv) follows from the fact that the 
element TST2STST2S of PSL(2,Z) equals the element S2, so that 

£(6P\A,XA,(T,*) = (TST2STST2S) -^(r,*) 

"' =xx(T,-z) = j2q!klx»(T,z).    (3-73) 
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By the linear independence of the characters, this implies that eP2 = 
CC1), as required. 

The results obtained above can be checked most directly in those 
cases where a different formulation of the orbifold conformal field theory 
is available. A class of examples where this is the case is provided by 
certain conformal embeddings [24, 1]. One finds one infinite series, 
the embedding of so(n) at level 2 in su(n) at level 1 (n> 3), and one 
isolated case, namely C4 at level 1, which is a special subalgebra of EQ 

at level 1. 

The simplest among these is the first member of the infinite series, 
i.e., the embedding of (Ai)A in (A2)v which corresponds to the D-type 
modular invariant of the Ai-WZW theory at level 4. In this case, the 
automorphism is the diagram automorphism of ^2, which also coincides 
with charge conjugation. There is a single symmetric primary field, 
with highest weight Q = A(o) = (0,0). Its character can be written as the 

sum of two characters of Ai at level 4, X(0?0)(r) =XO
U(2)

(T) +X4
U(2)

(T). 

The orbifold chiral algebra is Ai at level 4; thus the twining character 
must be the difference of two Ai-characters. Indeed, one can verify 
explicitly the identity X(0)(2r) =X

S
0
U{2
\T) -XT

{2
\T). Performing an S- 

transformation of the ^i-characters, we then find X(1)(|) =XI\T) + 

^3    A7")- We have checked explicitly this character identity, too. 

Two other special situations concern inner automorphisms and 
charge conjugation. They will be dealt with separately in the next 
two subsections. 

3.6    Inner automorphisms 

In the case where the automorphism u = as is inner, many of our results 
simplify. Let us describe some of the simplifications. First note that in 
the inner case the rank of the fixed point algebra equals the rank of g, 
rankg0"5 =rank0. More importantly, the fact that Lu0 = id immediately 
implies that in lattice sums we just deal with the ordinary coroot lattice, 
and the relevant lattice symmetries are just given by the ordinary Weyl 
group, i.e., we have 

L)d = L]d = L\       L7d = LYd = l7*,        Wid = W. (3.74) 
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It follows in particular that the entries of T(1) now read 

r(i) = (e*i*(M)e:hri(A,a) T\* t (3.75) 

where of course A = A. Similarly, the matrix elements of 5^° coincide 
with the corresponding elements of the ordinary S-matrix of the original 
WZW theory, 5^ = 5^, and indeed (3.54) then is nothing but the 
Kac-Peterson formula [18] for S. 

This result implies in particular that in the case of inner automor- 
phisms the number N^ A2 A3 that was identified with the difference of 
the dimensions of the invariant subspaces under the action of the au- 
tomorphism on the chiral blocks is in fact equal to the fusion rules, 
i.e., N^ A2 A3 = NAl)A2jA3. Indeed, using the explicit description of chiral 
blocks as co-invariants (see e.g., [27, 3]), one verifies that inner auto- 
morphisms of g act on the chiral blocks as multiples of the identity. 

The functions X(0) and X(1) are both just shifted versions of ordinary 
characters, 

Xf (2r) = XA[0, S}(T) ,        Xj>(§) = Xx[s, 0](r). (3.76) 

Thus the orbifold characters coming from symmetric fields read 

X(A,iM>)fa *) = I (XA[0, 0](r, z) + ^r)^1 XA[0, S}(T, Z)) , 

X(A^i)fa^) = I (XX[S,0](T,Z) +*Pr1
[?-1e-^kMXx[s,s](T,z)) . 

(3.77) 

Let us also mention that in the inner case it can be seen rather directly 
that the shifted characters XA[s,0] are the correct quantities for the 
twisted sector. Namely, there exists a continuous family {av} of shift 
automorphisms of the semi-direct sum of the affine Lie algebra g and 
the Virasoro algebra [7, 20, 16], depending on a vector v in the Cartan 
subalgebra of g and acting as 

av(Hi) = Hi + v'KS^o ,        av(K) = K, 

MK) = £«\(a„), (3-78) 
av(Ln) =Ln + (v, Hn) + \(v, v)K5nfi . 

Noticing that 

XA[S, 0](r, Z) = e^H^)e2mrk(s,s)/2 ^ Q^ ^^ ^ (379) 
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this implies that 

Xx[s, 0](T, Z) = Tr^e^^^^e2^1^^^0^ . (3.80) 

In words, the shifted character with shift [5,0] is precisely the char- 
acter for the (j5-twisted action of the affine Lie algebra. This con- 
firms in particular once more that the coefficients in the expansion of 
XA[S, 0](T, Z=0) in powers of q are non-negative integers. 

Charge conjugation in the untwisted sector is given by 

CZ'=V[?-2Cx,x>, (3.81) 

while with the help of the simple current symmetry (3.13) of the S- 
matrix, we find that the charge conjugation in the twisted sector reads 

c\!\'= C\,JW*\' • (3-82) 

Finally we mention that in the case of inner automorphisms the matrix 
P as defined in formula (2.19) differs from S just by phases. Namely, 
using (3.75) we have 

p = e2mk(s,s) rj^TS^^TSTr]^ . (3.83) 

Using (ST)3 = S2 and again the simple current relation (3.13), it follows 
that 

^A^^^-'e-^^^. (3-84) 

Let us also recall that the automorphism u determines the shift 
vector s only up to an element (3 of the coweight lattice. Also, every 
element /? of the coweight lattice determines a conjugacy class, which in 
turn specifies a simple current Jp. It follows from the explicit character 
formula that 

X\[8i+P, S2](T, Z) = XJ^A^I, $2](r, z). 

This means that one can associate only orbits of primary fields with 
respect to the whole group of simple currents of the original theory in a 
natural manner to a primary field in the twisted sector of the orbifold. 
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3-7    Charge conjugation 

An order-two automorphism that is present in any arbitrary conformal 
field theory, and hence is of particular interest, is charge conjugation. In 
the WZW case this comes from the charge conjugation automorphism 
of the relevant finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra g. This involution 
of g can be universally described as the automorphism that acts on the 
generating elements of a suitable Chevalley basis of Q as 

oj{Ea(i)) E' Lo(E-a(i)) := Ea{i) (jilP) := -H* 

In order to conform with the general treatment above, here we take the 
charge conjugation with respect to a different basis of g, such that it 
is of the specific form (3.1). Data for these special automorphisms are 
listed in the following table: 

0 Uo s (s,s) jw ^ 

A, id JA(1) 1/8 J u(l) 

A2n U!c 0 0 1 Bn 

^■2n+l OJc 2 A(n+1) (n+l)/8 jn+l Dn+i 

B2n id ^A(n) n/4 Jn Bn®Dn 

B2n+1 id 2 A(»+l) (n+l)/4 jn+1 Dn+l®Bn 

cn id lA(n) n/8 J A.-i©u(l) 

D2n id lA(n) n/4 Dn®Dn 

-t^n+l Uc 5AW n/4 in Bn®Bn 

Ee (jjc lA(6) 1/2 1 C4 

E7 id 5A(7) 7/8 J A7 

Es id lA(7) 1 1 Ds 

F, id 5A(i) 1/2 1 Cae^i 

G2 id 5A(i) 1/2 1 Ai®A1 

(3.85) 

In the charge conjugation case the relevant real form of g is the nor- 
mal (or split, maximally non-compact) real form, and we have dimg^ 
= h (dimg — rankg). A quantity that we encounter in this case is the 
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Frobenius-Schur indicator of an irreducible representation of g, respec- 
tively [2] of a primary field of the WZW theory. By definition, this 
is the number ex that takes the value ex = 0 for non-selfconjugate irre- 
ducible representations, while in the selfconjugate case it distinguishes 
between orthogonal (real) irreducible representations, for which 6A = 1, 
and symplectic (pseudo-real) irreducible representations, which have 
ex = — 1. We observe that in all cases where symplectic irreducible rep- 
resentations occur, i.e., for g one of 

^W+i ?    Bu+i J    ^4^+2 5    Cr,    £>4£+2 5    E7, (3.86) 

the value of the Frobenius-Schur indicator is given by 

eA = (-I)0* , (3-87) 

where CA is the integer 

CA:=2-[(2s,A)modZ]. (3.88) 

Inspection shows that for all algebras g for which charge conjugation is 
inner (so that all representations are selfconjugate), CA coincides with 
the conjugacy class of the g-weight A, which in turn is twice the mon- 
odromy charge of A with respect to the simple current J[3], 

CA - 2 [A(A) + A(J[S]) - A(JW*A) mod Z ]. (3.89) 

Note that in all these cases J[s] has order 2, i.e., (Jw)2 = l, and Cj[«]^A 

In particular we see that the quantity 6A that was introduced in sec- 
tion 2 is in this case just the exponentiated conjugacy class; it therefore 
coincides with the Frobenius-Schur indicator. On the other hand, the 
general results of section 2 imply that each of the two fields (A, +1,0) 
and (A,—1,0) is self-conjugate if 6^ = 1, while they are each other's 
conjugate if €A = —1. This is intuitively clear, since in the latter case 
the module of the original theory is symplectic and should be split by 
charge conjugation into two modules of the orbifold chiral algebra with 
identical Virasoro-specialized character. 

4    Boundary conditions 

In [9, 10] a general prescription has been obtained by which one can 
determine the set of conformally invariant boundary conditions that 
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preserve a given subalgebra 2lG of the chiral algebra 21, for the case 
when 2lG is the fixed point subalgebra with respect to a finite abelian 
orbifold group G. In the particular case where the orbifold group is 
just G = Z2, many of the results of [9, 10] simplify enormously. Let us 
present some of those results in the form in which they arise in this 
specific situation. 

The conformally invariant boundary conditions preserving 2tZ2=: 
21^ are in one-to-one correspondence with the one-dimensional irre- 
ducible representations of a certain finite-dimensional semisimple asso- 
ciative commutative algebra C(2la;), called the classifying algebra. This 
algebra has a distinguished basis whose elements are in one-to-one cor- 
respondence with the chiral blocks for the one-point correlation func- 
tions of bulk fields on the disk. Let us start by describing this basis in 
detail for the case of interest to us. According to the results of [9, 10], 
it looks as follows. Each orbifold field (A, 0,0) that comes from a pair 
of non-symmetric fields of the original theory gives rise to two basis 
elements, which we label as 

$A    and    I^A     (a;*A^A), (4.1) 

while each untwisted orbifold field (A, I/J, 0) that comes from a symmet- 
ric field yields a single basis element, which we simply denote by 

Q^    with ^ G {±1}     (a;*A = A). (4.2) 

Fields in twisted sectors of the orbifold, on the other hand, do not 
correspond to any element of C(QLW). 

As already mentioned, to each element $ in the basis of the classi- 
fying algebra there corresponds a boundary block (i.e., a chiral block 
for the one-point functions of bulk fields on the disk); we denote this 
chiral block by /?. For non-symmetric fields A, /3\ is the ordinary bound- 
ary block (also known as Ishibashi state) of the original WZW theory, 
while for symmetric A we get two distinct boundary blocks /?(A,^) • The 
'regularized scalar products' of these boundary blocks are given by the 
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characters of the orbifold theory: 

(h\qW+1®L»-cll2\h) =^^A(2T), 

{h,i» I qL°^L°-^ \M = 6^ 6^, ■ \ (XA(2r) + </> XS:(2r)). 
(4.3) 

Here X^ is the twining character for the automorphism a;; decomposing 
this automorphism as u — u0 o as into its diagram and inner parts (see 
formula (3.1)), X" is given by the expression (3.43) with si=0 and 
52 = 5. 

Next we list the boundary conditions that preserve the orbifold chi- 
ral algebra. According to [9, 10] they can be labelled by orbits with 
respect to the simple current (£},—!, 0) of the orbifold, including mul- 
tiplicities that take into account how this simple current acts by the 
fusion product. In the untwisted sector, the full orbits of this action are 
{(//, 1,0), (^u, — 1,0)}, and each such orbit gives rise to a single bound- 
ary condition, which we label by /x. The fixed points are {(/x, 0,0)}; 
each of them provides us with two distinct boundary conditions, which 
we label by n and a;*//. The twisted sector supplies us with additional 
boundary conditions. All orbits in the twisted sector have length two, 
i.e., they are of the form {(/i, 1,1), (/i, —1,1)}; accordingly each of them 
amounts to a single boundary condition, which we label by /i. Thus 
altogether the list of boundary conditions reads 

ix for {(//,!,()),(//, -1,0)}, 

^      }   for {(/x, 0,0)} (4.4) 

fi for {(/i,l,l),(/i,-l,l)}. 

The structure constants are most conveniently expressed in terms 
of a certain matrix S which, roughly, connects the boundary blocks to 
the boundary conditions. This matrix has two distinct types of labels; 
the row index refers to boundary blocks, while the column index refers 
to boundary conditions. In the case at hand, we obtain 

1    /nx    > for LJ*\ = A , _ > for UJ*\ ^ A . 
S(x^ = ^ SS J Sx* = 0      J 

(4.5) 
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Here 5'(0) is determined by the formulae (3.66) and (3.54) of section 
3; it depends only on the class of the automorphism UJ modulo inner 
automorphisms and reads explicitly 

w£WUo 

Here W^ is the Weyl group of the horizontal subalgebra of the orbit 
Lie algebra and e^ is its sign function; d^ and r^ are the dimension 
and the rank of this horizontal Lie algebra. We also recall that for 
inner automorphisms the horizontal subalgebra of the orbit Lie algebra 
coincides with the horizontal subalgebra Q of g; for the outer auto- 
morphisms it is given by Cn for 0 = ^, Sn+1 for 0 = ^+1, Cn_i for 
Q = Dn and by F4 for Q = E§. Finally M^ is the real positive number 
which is determined by requiring S'(0) to be unitary. 

Having obtained the matrix 5, the structure constants of the clas- 
sifying algebra C(2la;) are computed by the Verlinde-like formula 

S 9 9~1 
AT (A3,^3) _ V^     (Ai,^i),m    (A2,^2),m^(A3,'03),m ,* ^ 

where the symbol m stands either for an orbit m = JJL (with multiplici- 
ties) in the untwisted sector or an orbit m = /i of primary fields in the 
twisted sector. 

As long as one of the indices refers to a non-symmetric field, this 
formula yields ordinary fusion rule coefficients (as expected from general 
arguments [9]): 

TVJ A3   _   AT A3 AT        (A3,^3)   _   AT A3 AT (AarfM   _   AJ A3 
iNAi,A2   - iNAi,A2   >      iNAi,A2 - iNAi,A2   >      iNAi,(A2^2)      ~ iNAi,A2   ' 

For the case of three symmetric fields we have instead 

AT — NT _L    fafofo 
1N(A1^1),(A2,V2)5(A3,V3) - 1NAi,A2,A3 + 

ivr(0) — M0 
iNAi,A2,A3 - 1N(Ai,^i,0),(A2,^2,0),(A3^3,0) 

We are now able to display explicitly the reflection coefficients 
ftf\il>) n and RTm which are the operator product coefficients that de- 
scribe how a bulk field excites a boundary vacuum field ^^'m when it 
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approaches the boundary, according to 

M"5") ~ E ^(r2-l)-2A'+^ RJ}, tfr (e-)       for r ^ 1. 

(4.8) 

The reflection coefficients for the boundary condition m = /J, read 

R(A^),n - 5n;M '        %,n - s^ , (4.9) 

while for boundary conditions of type m = ft they are 

CO rr(O) 
p/i _     (A,V;,0),(A^1)  _   .       i ^A,/x pA     _ n M 1 m K(A^),n - 05 -V>V\   ^W '        KA,n - u • l4-lu) O(n,i,o),(/i,v>,i) 0n5/i 

As usual the the boundary state \Bm) that is associated to a bound- 
ary condition m is a linear combination of boundary blocks P(x^) and 
/?A, with coefficients given by the reflection coefficients: 

\B™} = J2cm *iwfl km + E cm R^ h 
(4.11) 

(A^) 

Here the normalization Cm := 5(n,i),m ensures the correct normalization 
of the vacuum boundary field. 

The boundary conditions come in two sets, corresponding to two 
automorphism types [11]. We first comment on the ones labelled by 
ra =/i. In this case the reflection coefficients are precisely the (gen- 
eralized) quantum dimensions of the original theory. Indeed, these 
boundary conditions do not only preserve the orbifold subalgebra 21^, 
but even the full chiral algebra 21. It is well known [5] that such bound- 
ary conditions are governed by the fusion rules of the 2t-theory. In 
our description this behavior is recovered as follows. The subalgebra 
£+(21^) of £(21^) that is spanned by the basis elements $A for the non- 
symmetric fields and by the sums $(A,I) + ^(A-i) for the symmetric 
fields is an ideal of C(2l£i;), and it is in fact isomorphic to the fusion 
rule algebra of the WZW theory.   Its irreducible representations are 
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labelled by orbits (with multiplicities) of fields in the untwisted sector, 
which in turn correspond to primary fields in the original WZW theory. 
Since according to the results of [9, 10] the boundary conditions that 
preserve the full bulk symmetry are precisely those that come from the 
untwisted sector of the orbifold, this is not surprising at all. 

The second automorphism type of boundary conditions is provided 
by those which correspond to orbits in the twisted sector; they are thus 
labelled with dotted indices, m = fi. They do not preserve the full bulk 
symmetry, but only 21^. We get as many symmetry breaking boundary 
conditions as there are symmetric primary fields in the original theory. 
The corresponding boundary states only involve the boundary blocks 
j9(A,^) 0f symmetric fields; moreover, due to the factor of ^ in (4.10) 
only the combinations /3(A,I) — P(x-i) appear. The latter are just twisted 
boundary blocks and reflect the breaking of the bulk symmetries. These 
boundary conditions are described by the irreducible representations of 
a complementary ideal £-(21^) of the classifying algebra, namely the 
one which is spanned by the differences $(A,I) — $(A -i) of basis elements 
of (1(21"). 

According to the general results of [1,2] there exists a conjugation 
on the space of boundary conditions. When restricted to the boundary 
conditions that preserve the full bulk symmetry, this is nothing but 
the charge conjugation of the original theory. For the other type of 
boundary conditions the non-vanishing elements in the conjugation are 

The derivation of this result uses only purely chiral information, namely 
the relation between S(0) and 5(1) and the knowledge that C(1) is a 
permutation of order two. 

Let us finally remark that for the determination of boundary condi- 
tions, we only need to know the S-matrix elements that involve at least 
one primary field from the untwisted sector. As a consequence, while 
the determination of the WZW orbifolds becomes technically more in- 
volved for groups G other than Z2, the generalization of our results 
to boundary conditions that preserve any orbifold algebra under an 
arbitrary abelian group of automorphisms is straightforward. 
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A    Appendix 

Here we collect the pertinent properties of the twisted Theta functions 
(3.46) and their Weyl sums (3.45) that are needed in the main text. 
These results are actually of a more general validity than is needed for 
our present purposes. Namely, they hold for any pair of lattices L and 
L of rank r that satisfy the following conditions. First, L must be a 
sublattice of L, while L in turn is a sublattice of L/2, i.e., 

LCLC ±L; (A.l) 

this also implies that L*CL*C L*/2. Second, both L and ^L are even 

lattices; when already L is an even lattice, we put l^ := 1, while other- 
wise we set l^ := 2. Finally, we choose some subgroup W of the group 
of isometrics of these lattices. In the case of interest to us, L = L^0 

and L = I^0 are associated to the coroot lattice of a finite-dimensional 
simple Lie algebra Q in the manner described in subsection 3.3, so they 
have r = rUo, and W = W^ is the Weyl group of Q. 

In the case of inner automorphisms the required properties of the 
lattices are realized trivially, since we simply have L^0 =L^0 =LV, so 
that in particular //, = 1. For the case of outer automorphisms, on the 
other hand, we have li = 2, except for Q = A2n. The latter case is in 
fact not covered by the setting described above, since the relevant lat- 
tice ^Lv

UJo = ]Xj0/V2 — Q(Bn) is then not even (see table (3.29) and 
formula (3.36)). Nevertheless this exceptional A2n-case with outer au- 
tomorphism can still be treated by essentially the same methods. Only 
a specific modification of the requirements to be imposed on shift vec- 
tors is necessary, see formula (A. 11) below. 

A.l    Twisted Theta functions 

The twisted Theta functions of our interest are the lattice sums 

QXh\s1   Sollr z) := ^e
2*iT(x+hsi+hPMh8i+hP)/2he2m(z+82Mhsi+hl3) 

peL 

Q.    \s    SUT z\ ._ ^ e2mT(\+hsi+hpMhsi+h0)/2he2m(z+S2Mhsi+hP) 

pel 

(A.2) 
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where r is in the upper complex half plane, z, si, S2 G L®ZR, h G Z>o, 
and A G L* A G L* Some properties of these functions are the following. 
■ Q\,h[su s2] depends on A only modulo hL. Also, it depends on A and 
Si only via the combination A + hsi; but still it proves to be convenient 
to keep both parameters. 
■ For any automorphism (i.e., lattice preserving isometry) w of the 
lattice L one has 

©A,/IHSI), W(S2)](T, Z) = Gw-i(\),h[su 52](r, w^iz)); (A.3) 

in particular, the two functions coincide as functions of r. (When L 
is the coroot lattice or root lattice of a finite-dimensional simple Lie 
algebra g, every automorphism is an element of the product of the 
Weyl group W of Q with certain outer automorphisms.) 
■ Manifestly, si is defined only modulo L and L, respectively. 
■ Concerning shifts in 52, we have 

QxAsn S2+^(r, z) = eW<A<*.i)+<*A» eA)/i[Sl) S2](r, z) (A.4) 

for every fj,eL*. For fi — peLDL*this reduces to 

QxA*!* S2+/?](T, Z) = ipW") eA)/l[Sl, s2}(r, z). (A.5) 

■ Next we study the T-transformation T: r H->T + 1, zi->z. Using the 
fact that (/?, 0) G 2Z and (A, /?) G Z for all 0 G L and all A G L*C L* we 
see that the twisted Theta functions get multiplied by a phase, 

QyAsi, S2}(T+1, Z) = e2*1^"* l™» Q^si, S1+S2}(T, Z) ,     (A.6) 

provided that 

(si,/?)GZ   for all pel. (A.7) 

This nicely reflects the fact that the T-transformation is the element of 
the mapping class group of the torus that adds an a-cycle to the 6-cycle 
of the torus. 
■ All these properties apply analogously to the twisted Theta functions 
©A/JSI,^] *ka* are defined with the lattice L in place of L. However, 
in the case of the T-transformation we now have to take the Z^th power 
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in order for the twisted Theta function to acquire just a phase. More 
precisely, under the condition that 

2{Xj)eZ (A.8) 

as well as 

(A/3) + 2(s1,/J)€Z (A.9) 

for all $ e L and all A € L*, it follows that 

©*>!» *2](r+/£, z) = e^^-t (-1^1)) ekh[su lts1+s2}(r, z). 

(A.10) 

The relation (A.8) is indeed satisfied, since 2peL= (L*)*, while (A.9) 

reduces to 2(si,/?) GZ because the lattice \/2L is even, which in turn 
is valid whenever (A.7) holds, again as a consequence of 2/3 e L. 
■ In the previous reasoning we have used explicitly the requirement that 
y/2L is an even lattice. As already noted above, this is not fulfilled in 
the case where Q = ^n and u0=uc. Now the relevant lattice L is in this 
special case spanned by the elements a® = a®+a(2n+1~~t\ i = 1,2,..., n, 
of the A2n root lattice. Inspection shows that the condition (A.8) is 
then still satisfied, for the same reason as before, but condition (A.9) 
no longer reduces to (A.7). Rather, one must distinguish between the 
cases where (/?,/?) is integral and those where it lies in Z+l/2. In the 
former case the coefficient of a^ in an expansion of $ with respect to 
the a® is even, while in the latter case it is odd. It follows that the 
requirement on si is that 

n 

si = s0 + | J^ rrn (Aw + Apn+i-t)) (A-11) 
i=l 

with rrii £ Z for i = 1, 2,..., n and 

So = !(A(n) + A(n+i)), (A.12) 

which is the A2n-weight already encountered in (3.61). 
■ To study also the S-transformation S: TH-»—l/r, zt-tz/r, we con- 
sider both types of functions together. Poisson resummation shows that 
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twisted Theta functions of one type transform into linear combinations 
of twisted Theta functions of the other type, according to 

fi€L*/hL 

(A.13) 

The behavior of the shift parameters is again in accordance with the 
action of the mapping class group element on the fundamental cycles. 
Notice that the factor exp(—27ri(/i, X)/h) is single-valued when fi is de- 
fined modulo hL, because A G L* and also when A is defined modulo hL, 

because /i G L*; then the isomorphisms L*/L = (L*/L)* = L*/L (compare 

(3.32)) imply that there are as many 6-functions as 6-functions. 
■ The matrices 8 

<Sl0). = |L*/Z/|~1/2/i"r/2e27ri/l(5l'52)e"27ri(/i'A)//l 

SV   = |X*/Jt|-l/2/l-r/2e27ri/i(5i,a2)e-27ri(M,A)A ^    *      ^ 
X,fJL I      /       I 

that arise in the S-transformation (A.13) are not unitary; rather, 

(leir/hL xet/hL 

(A.15) 

Because of \L*/D\ = \L/L\ (compare formula (3.33)), both for <S(0) and 
<S(1) the two relations come with the same factor as they should. 

8 Just like for the ordinary characters, the further factor Q^^^/T ge|.s absorbed 
by the inhomogeneous transformation u \-+ u—(z, Z)/2T of a third variable u on which 
these functions should depend. For brevity that variable is suppressed throughout 
this paper. 
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A.2    Twisted S-functions 

Using the W-character e we now antisymmetrize the 6- and 0-functions 
according to 

SvJsi> ^(T, Z) := J2 £(w) ew(A),fc[*i, *2](r, z), 

H^Jsi, s2](r, z) := Y^ £(w) ©w(A),Jsi> s2](r, z). 
"^ (A.16) 

These functions inherit most of their properties from those of the 
twisted Theta functions. Let us list some of them. 
■ They are invariant under shifts by the lattice hL and hL, respectively: 

3j(W*i,s^ = SAK
S
^   

for a11 I3e L' 
.     . (A.17) 

Zy+Jsus2}=Zy[sus2}    foraU/JGL. 

■ They depend only on the combination X + hsi and A + Zisi, respec- 
tively. Thus as a parameter of S1^, si can be regarded as being defined 
modulo L, and as a parameter of E^, modulo L; still, in both cases we 
will keep both arguments. 
■ Because of (A.4) we have 

Z™h[Sl,s2+ti}(T,z) = e^&Mi) "£ ^(^)e27ri(/t'u,(A))ew(A),/l[Sl,S2](r^), 

wew 
(A.18) 

for all /JLGL* and fi G L*. 
■ At z = 0 those Hw-functions for which 52 lies in L have integral co- 
efficients in the expansion in powers of q= exp(27rir). 
■ As the lattices L an L are mapped to themselves under W, the E)/v- 
and S^-functions are W-odd (that is, e-twisted): 

s$A)[*i> S^ = <w) Z™[si> 52]    for all w G W, 

S^I^i, s2] = e(ti;) Sf [5l, 52]    for all ^ G >V. 
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■ Owing to (A.6), (A. 10) and (A. 18), respectively, under the above- 
mentioned restrictions on the shift vector si we have 

Sftl'i, S2](T+1, Z)   = e^^-f (-'-)) Hw [8u Sl+S2]{Tj Z) ? 

SJUI'I, 82]{T+lt, z) = e2^(^-f (-'-)) sw [5lj iL8l+82]{r9 z) 
(A.20) 

for the behavior under the T-operation. 

A.3    The S-transformation 

The transformation of Svv and E^ under the S-operation could still 
be discussed for the general situation studied so far, provided that 
appropriate properties of the group W are imposed. For brevity we now 
restrict, however, our attention to the specific case that is of interest 
in the main text. Thus in particular W = W^ is the Weyl group of the 
orbit Lie algebra of 0, while e = eWo is the sign function of the Coxeter 
group W^0. Combining the result (A. 13) with the fact that the group 
W^0 acts on all four lattices by isometrics and with the representation 
property of £, it follows that in this case we have 

= |Ly*0/L^0 \~
ll2h~rl2(-\r)rl'2 e™h(z>z)lr e27nMsi,s2) 

E      E e«>)z-™MX))/hH:h[*2,-*I](T,*)       (A.21) 

and 

%h,S2](-i,f) 
= {&* /Lu r1/2/i~r/2(-ir)r/2 e"r,l(*»*)/r ^'Msi^) 

E     E e-H e-M<"-<A»/A S-[52, -SI](T, Z) ,       (A.22) 
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respectively. Moreover, we have Pg?++ = {p} and P^0++ = {p}, so that 
according to (A.21) and (A.22) we find 

3£v[«i, s2](-i, f) = |Lv;0/d-1/2(gv)-'--/2(-ir)^/2e-g
v(^)/- 

S^vlai, 52](-J, 7) = |ivJl/i^|-1/2(gv)-p-/2(-irr-/2e'-«v(^)/'- 

(A.23) 

where 

^0 :=   E £-o(^) e-MCA«W)/gv . (A.24) 
weWuo 

The absolute value of the number K^ follows from the general orthog- 
onality relations (A.15): 

KJ = \LZ/gvLl0\-
1/2 = |LvJ0/gvCr1/2 • (A.25) 

To determine its phase, we employ the denominator identity of the 
finite-dimensional orbit Lie algebra to find 

** =   11   (-2isin(^)) (A.26) g 

with A^ the set of symmetric g-roots, which implies that ft^o'i        is 

a positive real number. Collecting these results, we can conclude that 

e^v('t.«)2Jiv[S2,-a1](r,z)> 

(A.27) 

where dWo is the dimension of the finite-dimensional orbit Lie algebra. 

Finally we consider the relation (A. 18) for the special case where the 
vectors /J, 6 L* and /t G L* lie in addition in the coweight lattice of g. In 
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this case we have (/x, w(X)) = (//, A) mod Z and (/i, ^(A)) = (/i, A) mod Z 
for all w G W, and hence 

SKkl^i, ^+^](r? z) = eM(^i)+^)) S^[5l5 52](r5 z), 

S^[ai, 52+A](T, Z) - e^^.O+W.A)) gw [fil| 52](rj z). 
(A-28) 
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